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PC Magazine6y
automotive safety systems
See automotive systems and microcontroller. Passive systems require no action on the part of the driver other than buckling seat belts. Head rests, airbags, anti-lock braking (see ABS) and tire ...





Cars9y
ABS Control Module
The ABS control module is a microprocessor that runs diagnostic checks of a vehicle’s antilock braking system and processes information from wheel-speed sensors and the hydraulic brake system to ...





Cambridge University Press6mon
Automotive Control Systems
This engineering textbook is designed to introduce advanced control systems for vehicles, including advanced automotive concepts and the next generation of vehicles for ITS. For each automotive ...





Automotive News29d
13 of 14 driver-assist systems rated ‘marginal' or ‘poor' in IIHS test
"We're trying to do two things here. One is to help provide more guidance for the auto industry in terms of safe implementation of these systems," Harkey told Automotive News. "And two is to ...





Semiconductor Engineering5y
GDDR6: Signal Integrity Challenges For Automotive Systems
Signal integrity (SI) is at the forefront of SoC and system designers’ thinking as they plan for upcoming high-speed GDDR6 DRAM and PHY implementations for automotive and advanced driver assistance ...





Michigan Technological University3y
Online Automotive Systems and Controls Certificate
Earn Your Graduate Certificate in Automotive Systems and Controls from One of the Top Engineering Schools. The automotive industry is driving the future of automation, electrification, and mobility.





Design News3y
Texas Instruments Bullish on 48-Volt Automotive Systems
These higher-powered electric systems are not only good for combustion vehicles, points out TI’s general manager for Powertrain in Automotive Systems, Karl-Heinz Steinmetz. Battery-electric vehicles ...





Cars7y
Engine Cooling System
A vehicle’s engine-cooling system serves not just to keep the engine cool, but to also keep its temperature warm enough to ensure efficient, clean operation. System components include a radiator ...





Seeking Alpha2d
CAAS China Automotive Systems, Inc.
China Automotive Systems, Inc., through its subsidiaries, manufactures and sells automotive systems and components in the People’s Republic of China, the United States, and internationally.





SFGate13d
China Automotive Systems: Q4 Earnings Snapshot
JINGZHOU, China (AP) — JINGZHOU, China (AP) — China Automotive Systems Inc. (CAAS) on Thursday reported fourth-quarter net income of $10.9 million. The Jingzhou, China-based company said it ...





Michigan Technological University3y
Automotive Systems and Controls—Graduate Certificate
An Automotive Systems and Controls Graduate Certificate develops the advanced skills and knowledge in engineering technologies the auto industry is looking for. The ASC certificate is offered on ...
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